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Abstract 

The subject of our interest is an educational process, which is a dynamic process, changing in time, and 
can be examined from various viewpoints. We can focus on participants of this process, i.e. on students 
and lecturers, and observe their mutual relations and interactions. Educational process understood 
as a dynamic system is an insofar extensive sphere that it provides almost limitless opportunities of 
observation, modelling and simulation. In this contribution we shall focus mainly on the special part of 
educational processes – on teaching of subjects focusing on technical and system issues (Logical systems, 
Architecture of computers, Operating systems and Computer networks), which are specific with their 
focus on adopting the knowledge on principles and functionality of computer systems for the processing 
and transfer of information within the studies of informatics.
Key words: e-learning, learning management system, blended learning, modelling of Petri nets,    adaptive 
hypermedial systems, model of user, information and communication technology.

Introduction

static structure of information on the web, the task of which is to provide information, 
has long been overcome. more and more web software systems, which are more complex than 
ever before, emerge. from the point of view of application of these systems, there is a more and 
more frequent necessity to enrich the information space of heterogeneous sources, managed 
by the mentioned systems, with elements of adaptation to the user and/or the environment, in 
which the user operates. the aim is to present the user personalized view, if possible only such 
that are relevant for the user, and in such a way, which suits the given user most (bielikova and 
navrat, 2006).

With the rapid advance of the internet, e-learning systems have become more and more 
popular (Gomez-albarran, 2005), (Jun-ming et al, 2006). an e-learning system provides the 
following functions: (1) web delivery of learning content; (2) learning progress recording and 
portfolio; (3) learning content management, course assessment; and so on (scorm, 2004).

in the concrete teaching of the above mentioned subjects it is not possible to divide 
the subject content from the form and employed teaching methods. there is an effort to apply 
modern forms of instruction and the related methods (distant form of education, combined 
form of education with an e-learning support, constructively oriented instruction, etc.), with 
which the students will have the chance to implicitly familiarize during their studies, to gain 
the necessary experience and, if appropriate, to practically employ them (further training, life-
long education). the aim of this presentation is, after the successful management of designing 
and creation of e-learning courses for the support of teaching informatics subjects, to introduce 
the possibilities of personalization of the given activities in the for modelling of educational 
activities in the lms moodle environment. the design of the structure of course, which form a 
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part of our selection, will be executed using suitably applied modelling tools, such as modelling 
using petri nets and modelling using elements of adaptive hypermedial systems (ahs). 

education has always been the most popular application area for adaptive hypermedia 
systems. a number of interesting methods and techniques of adaptive hypermedia were 
originally developed for various adaptive educational hypermedia systems. in turn, most of 
the early research on adaptive educational hypermedia were inspired by the area of intelligent 
tutoring systems (brusilovsky et al, 1996), (brusilovsky, 2000) and were created in a trial to 
combine an intelligent tutoring system (its) and educational hypermedia. 

regarding the permanent development in the area of ict the created e-learning course 
for the selected topics must remain open to new technologies, opportunities and procedures 
applicable upon solving projects. the issue and the theory of modelling with petri nets are 
both quite well elaborated. adaptivity in the designed e-activities is an important element 
of instruction personalization, in which two roles dominate :(1) the role of a tutor, who is 
responsible for the content and management of created e-activity, (2) and the role of a user, 
the person who enters education and passes through the educational e-product. the aim of the 
authors is to attract attention to the principles of creation and application of the user model. this 
should meet the following two criteria: (1) it should be a hypertextor hypermedia system, (2) 
and it should be able to adapt hypermedia by using this model. 

a common feature of various adaptive Web systems is the application of user models 
(also known as profiles) to adapt the systems’ behaviour for individual users. user models 
represent the information about users that is essential to support the adaptation functionality of 
the systems. adaptive Web systems have investigated a range of approaches to user modelling, 
exploring how to organize the storage for user information, how to populate it with user data, and 
how to maintain the current state of the user. the majority of modern adaptive web systems use 
feature-based approach to represent and model data about modelling the users. the competing 
stereotype-based approach, once popular in the pre-web area of adaptive interfaces, has lost 
dominance but is still applied, especially in combination with the feature-based approaches 
(brusilovsky and millán, 2007).

one of the main advantages of using a formal method for student modelling is its 
robustness. once this model behaves in a stable and theoretically-correct fashion, the evaluation 
of a system can be focused on other components (such as the quality of the learning material, 
learning strategies used, or adaptation capabilities). the future adaptation of learning algorithm 
would then be able to process each user’s interactive behaviour information and simultaneously 
update the structure of the model (brusilovsky and millán, 2007). 

 in the practice, we often meet with the terms such as e-learning, distant education, 
flexible education, online and offline education, etc. in connection with e-learning, it is 
necessary to mention the basic part of e-learning, which are electronic instruction materials. to 
elaborate a good quality instruction material is different from a simple text writing for classical 
textbooks (Koprda and Brečka, 2008).

in spite of the fact that the today´s period permanently confronts us with the newer and 
more perfect icts, which allow us to realize this flexible and modern way of education, it is 
necessary to state, based on the authentic facts that the most optimal form with ict support is 
the combined form of instruction, the so-called blended learning.

combined form draws from the input, running and output tutorials joint with the accessing 
of the educational materials through lms (lcms, cms) system products. presentation or 
contact meetings with participants in education are very operative from the motivating stimulus 
perspective. motivation stimulus draws from the idea that a working group has a chance to 
mutually familiarize, to consult, to find personal contacts, necessary for mutual communication 
and cooperation. an individual does not feel alone in the study.

Within tutorials, members of the study group shall personally make themselves familiar 
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with their tutors. they will receive initial input information, guidelines, directives and advice. 
moreover, they will receive authorization through lms system, to access electronic educational 
materials, in which they will study, communicate, process and send elaborated exercises, 
settings, test themselves and do all necessary steps to manage distance study with an e-learning 
support. 

Current Status in Education Modelling

in the centre of our attention is educational process, which is a dynamic, within times 
changing system, and explore it from various viewpoints. We can focus on the participants 
in this process, i.e. students and educators, and investigate their mutual relationships and 
interactions. We can see education as the process, elements of which are individual educational 
activities (explanation, exercises, independent works, study, etc.) and to observe the sequence 
and assessment of these activities with the aim to find their most suitable arrangement. 

educational process understood as a dynamic system is so extensive sphere that it 
provides us with almost unlimited possibilities of exploration, modelling and simulation. 
When modelling the educational process, it is necessary to come out of interactive conception, 
from mutual social interactions of participants in the educational process. a “general model of 
educational process” was thus elaborated, which includes wider environment, input factors, the 
process itself as well as its products (immediate results and long-term effects).

the realized models try to catch the overall view of the educational process, all its 
components and mutual interactions, which originate here. neither of them understands 
ict as a special component of this process, which can enter (and often enters) into mutual 
relationships with all other components, thus influencing the overall result (product) of this 
process. moreover, neither of the given models draws from purely exact statistic processing 
of data obtained in the educational process, they can easily be affected by a human factor – by 
observing, experiences, etc.

in the particular practical teaching of topics of the study programme “applied 
informatics” it is impossible to divide the contents of these subjects from the form as well as 
employed methods of instruction. We apply modern methods of instruction (distant education, 
e-learning, constructively oriented instruction, etc.), with which students will have the chance 
to implicitly familiarize, to receive the necessary experience and to potentially employ them 
in their practical life. the meaning of the research work is to propose and create an e-learning 
course for the support of education of subjects of technical and system character, which should 
be realized in the educational, management environment of lms moodle. 

Model of the Controlled Combined form of Instruction with an E-learning Sup-
port

one of the main goals of the research work at the department of informatics is, based 
on the knowledge of the educational process, to design a model of controlled education with 
a support of multimedia educational applications based on a detailed description of teaching 
operations. We design it using schemes describing the stages of system attitude and by means of 
the description of the instruction system using media, individual levels of creation of pedagogical 
process, learning models, etc. the model designer is at first interested in the structure of the 
education process, consequently he tries to define general aims and classify them according to 
various used taxonomies. then, he creates a list of most important elements (such as: division 
of students into groups, inevitable learning materials, teaching aids, programmes, etc.) always 
with respect to explicitly and clearly defined goals. he then obtains data on students´ characte
ristics, (learning styles, previous knowledge, interests, motivation, etc.) and then he modifies 
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methods according to them, thus forming an operative system of educational activities. finally, 
he prepares mechanisms in advance, which allow him to assess, both in the course and after the 
instruction, the results and use the obtained information for the potential modification of the 
designed arrangement of the instruction system.

the general system model of instruction includes a clear and exact description of various 
operations, which run in the pedagogical system. a group of students is a subsystem, composed 
of elements, processes and aims. the main elements are the teacher (tutor) and the student. 
others can be the database of study materials, tests, internet, television, newspaper and all other 
things, which can form a part of the system. processes describe all operations and all functions, 
which allow the system to achieve the goals. subsystems include three aspects – evaluation 
of inputs, evaluation of outcomes (outputs) and feedback. assessment of inputs relates to the 
student and his abilities, acquired skills and motivation. assessment of the results shall allow 
for the assessment of the function of the system and by means of the network of feedbacks to 
enter the necessary modifications into the system.

model of electronic instruction (figure 1) expresses education without a direct contact of 
the teacher and the student, when the communication is realized through an electronic medium, 
which employs the database of learning materials, tests, and through which administration of 
users, students, test results, etc. is ensured (balogh et al, 2010).

Figure 1:  Model of controlled combined form of instruction with the support of 
e-learning (Balogh et al, 2010). 

based on input information (information sheet of the subject, printed materials), tutor 
prepares learning materials and they are saved in the server database in the form of multimedia 
documents (mume (multimedia) applications, www pages, mume presentations, video 
tutorials, etc.). these will be available for the student along with the inputs from other sources 
(reference on internet, forums). communication between the tutor and the student is provided 
without a direct feedback, via electronic environment as an answer of the student (lms 
moodle), which comes to the teacher through electronic environment, the teacher then 
corrects the student´s input and his further reaction. When the tutor checks the required output 
of the student, the objective of instruction is fulfilled. such model of instruction is used in 
distance education, in individualized forms, in e-learning and the like (Turčáni, 2006).

Possibilities of Modelling Using Petri Nets

the design of the structure of subjects of the system sphere has currently been designed 
using modelling tools like petri nets (see below). regarding the permanent development in 
the sphere of ict the e-learning course for the given subject created in such way must remain 
open to new technologies, possibilities and procedures applicable upon projects solving. the 
designed petri net must thus be formulated in a modular way so that it could be complemented 
or suitably modified in case of need (nagyová, 2007).
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mapping of elements of the modelled system into points, transitions and symbols is a 
result of abstraction and depends on the purpose, for which the model is being created. When 
creating the model it is necessary to take into account that while points and transitions and their 
mutual bonds (edges) exist statically, tokens can originate, vanish and move according to the 
rules, given by the setting of capacities of places and edges multiplication. When designing 
any subject´s e-course model structure it is inevitable to introduce important terms, which 
characterize the given structure of courses being designed. they are as follows:

•	  the point represents a passive element of the system, which is able to remember 
other objects (tokens). it represents the memory of the petri net.

•	  the transition represents an active element, with which events are bound. its 
activity is conditioned by the actual status of the system and can modify this status. 
the transition is modelled by the processor, event, and functional element of the 
system.

•	  the token (symbol) represents a passive element, which can move and which can 
be stored in the point. it typically models data.

having experience with the designing and creation of the model of educational activity 
in the subjects of the system character, we managed to present assessment of this method for 
the purposes of controlling and formation of individual access to instruction for the given field 
at the department of informatics. 

for the description of the behaviour of teaching processes the so called serial machines, 
which, however, have several limitations, e.g. in the number of statuses when modelling complex 
processes, are suitably used. that is why petri nets are used for the given purposes, which have 
originated just on the ground of expanding modelling possibilities of serial machines.

one of the advantages of modelling teaching processes using petri nets is their formal 
description, which is complemented by visual graphic depiction. this allows for a precise and 
exact specification of the teaching process being designed and removal of ambiguity, vagueness 
and contradiction upon designing. besides the visual graphic manifestation, petri nets have also 
good defined mathematical bases, which can be suitably used in various software tools for the 
specification and analysis of computer-solved teaching processes (balogh et al, 2010), (balogh 
and Turčáni, 2011).

the target function of lms controlling instruction is the direction of communication 
according to the knowledge and skills of the student, thus modifying the amount and complexity 
of the materials submitted to the student. in the conception of the theory of controlling, 
the transition from combination procedures to series of sequential and optimized processes 
is obvious (strategy of continuous evaluation of the reflection of the student´s learning and 
based on this adjustment of the further explanation is comparable with the dual principle of 
identification and adaptive control). for the sake of description and consecutive controlling of 
such way of instruction petri nets can be used. 

let us show an example of description of a simple process of communication with the 
information system using petri nets. individual points in the net represent activities like log in, 
log out, information depiction, information update, form filling and form depiction (Klimeš and 
balogh, 2005).
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Figure 2: Modelling the process in Petri nets. 

suitable software means is the programme hpsim, which is available free of charge for 
research and education purposes. its advantage is a simple installation, simple manipulation and 
perfect possibility of simulation (mainly of parallel processes). hpsim allows for modelling 
using p/t petri nets with inhibitors and testing edges. the product does not work with the 
hierarchic petri nets, the hierarchy in the created nets shall be kept by us. the results of work in 
this area within the research work at the department of informatics have been published (Klimeš 
and balogh, 2005).  

Conclusions

in our research work at the university we focus not only on the area of presence form of 
university education, but also on external forms and lifelong education of adults. each newly 
created method of instruction is suitable for the particular group of students. We look forward to 
the questions like this: to what extent it is necessary to adapt the instruction material to students 
and graduates from the university? does the university student need personalization of access 
to the contents and explanation of the contents of education? is individualization of education 
at all suitable at the university level? Which is more effective as to time for a university student: 
to study with e-courses support based on adapted hypermedia systems (ahs) or classical e-
learning courses? in certain employed adapted e-courses we succeeded in proving statistically 
significant difference between the instruction with a support of ahs and without these systems. 
further research dealt also with the comparison of adaptive techniques from the point of view 
of the quality of output knowledge of students. 

drawing from the findings accruing from our research as well as personal experience 
we suggest a wider employment of modelling tools for the creation of educational personalized 
activities in the Web base education environment. We are aware of the fact that the creation of 
adaptive systems itself is very time consuming. despite of that we believe that the time invested 
in the development of adaptively behaving educational process shall be reflected in the form 
of better prepared students. from the point of view of adaptive techniques we recommend to 
use in adaptive e-courses the technique of direct leading. When creating e-courses we should 
not forget the recommendations known for ages: to divide the content of education into small 
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fragments, at the end of which a question should be raised in order to verify the comprehension 
of the particular fragment. in spite of the complexness of creation of models of educational 
activities and their implementation into the educational process there is an expectation that the 
problems of authors and teachers shall not discourage others from further utilization of this 
progressive technology. nowadays, we can see the shifts in the research and finding suitable 
adaptive educational activities, when authors preparing materials start to deal not only with 
technical improvements to the systems in the sphere of Web-based education, but they stress 
the implementation of pedagogical and psychological concepts, such as the learning, revision 
and forgetting curve. even if an ideal system, which would suit every student, is a utopia, we 
can at least get closer to the perfect personalization of education employing well-designed 
models using petri nets. 

integration of adaptivity into the process of education using Web-based education shall 
bring us the opportunity to individually access the study. it will offer the students a certain 
chance to decide, which part should follow. thanks to the fact that the student can choose alone 
how to proceed in the study, a certain feeling of freedom at learning and a possibility of non-
linear transition through the learning system are thus formed. adaptive access of the educational 
system to students brings to e-learning more elements of the real educational environment, 
where the teacher very often accesses the students individually and makes provision for their 
possibilities and abilities.
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